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ABSTRACT Online reviews are crucial for evaluating product features and supporting consumers’ pur-
chase decisions. However, as a result of online buying behaviors, consumer habits, and discrete dynamic
distribution characteristics of online reviews, and consumers typically randomly choose a limited number of
reviews from discrete time frames among all reviews and give more weight to recent review information and
less weight to earlier information to support their online purchase decisions; moreover, existing studies have
ignored the discrete random dynamic characteristics and dynamic information preferences of consumers.
To address this issue, this paper proposes a method based on sentiment orientation classification and discrete
DIFWA (DDIFWA) operators for online purchase decisions considering dynamic information preferences.
In this method, we transformed review texts from original discrete time slices to discrete random features,
extracted product features based on the constructed feature and sentiment dictionaries, and matched pairs
of features and sentiment phrases in the dictionaries. We subsequently employed three types of semantic
orientation by defining semantic rules to extract the product features of each review. Of note, the semantic
orientations were transformed from discrete time to semantic intuitionistic fuzzy numbers and semantic
intuitionistic fuzzy information matrixes. Furthermore, we proposed two DDIFWA operators to aggregate
the dynamic semantic intuitionistic fuzzy information. Specifically, we obtained the rankings of alternative
products and their features to support consumers’ purchase decisions using the intuitionistic fuzzy scoring
function and the ‘‘vertical projection distance’’ method. Finally, comparisons and experiments are provided
to demonstrate the plausibility of our methods.

INDEX TERMS Sentiment orientation classification, DDIFWA operator, dynamic information preference,
online purchase decision.

I. INTRODUCTION
The success of e-commerce has led to a copious amount
of customer reviews for online products and services. The
reviews are posted on e-commerce platforms, media sites and
forums, such as Tmall.com, JD.com, zol.com and mi.com.
Online reviews have become a critical element for customers
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to compare products and make shopping decisions [1]–[3].
However, note that because the number of online reviews
concerning the alternative products is typically large, it can
be tedious and time-consuming for the consumer to read
all of the online reviews one by one [2], [3]. Thus, how to
effectively rank products for a consumer’s purchase decision
through online reviews is a valuable research topic with
extensive application backgrounds. In this situation, several
methods can be helpful for the consumer to capture the
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information from the online reviews and make the purchase
decision. These methods include identifying consumers’ sen-
timent orientations by analyzing the online reviews [2], [3],
extracting a subset of important reviews [4], summarizing
the opinions of a substantial number of online reviews [5]
and determining the important product features or using a
multicriteria decisionmethod for ranking alternative products
through online reviews [6]–[9]. In general, regardless of the
sentiment analysis, extraction of important reviews, or deter-
mination of product features, the existing work has provided
many ways to solve decision-making problems in a con-
sumer’s online purchase decision.

However, these methods fail to respond well to the prob-
lem of dynamic information aggregation, particularly with-
out considering dynamic information preferences. Dynamic
information aggregation is an important step in processing
information and presenting decision results under a dynamic
environment [10]. The online review information concern-
ing a product recorded on the e-commerce platform is time
dynamic. During the period from when the product is placed
on shelves to when the product is taken off shelves, online
reviews in different time periods have quite different impacts
on consumer purchase decisions. The purpose of the exist-
ing studies [4]–[7], [11]–[13] is to rank similar products
from the perspective of a third party. Thus, in most of the
existing studies, the online review information for different
time series is simply accumulated, without considering the
consumers’ subjective preferences for different time series
information. Although the methods of [2], [3], [8], [9] aimed
to provide purchase decision-making for consumers, which
take into account subjective preferences of consumers, these
methods aggregated product attribute information based on
only consumer product attribute preferences and ignored the
aggregation of dynamic review information from the time-
series preference. In reality, consumers’ online consumption
behaviors and habits are characterized by more reliance on
recent comments to support their purchase decisions, with
less reliance on long-dated review information, and randomly
reading a limited number of reviews from different discrete
time periods to provide decision support for their online
purchase. Thus, such selected review information demon-
strates discrete random distribution features at the temporal
level. In addition, for the same online product, not every
time node has review information recorded in a continuous
time period, and the review information of most products
also presents discrete distribution features in the time-series
dimension. Such review information discretely distributed in
different time series exerts different influences on consumers’
purchase decisions. Thus, continuous time-series weights and
discrete time-series weights are quite different from each
other. The latter can highlight consumers’ greater preference
differences for different time-series information than the for-
mer. In addition, many scholars focus on the idea of extracting
consumer emotional orientation from the review information
to solve product ranking and consumer purchase decision-
making problems [4]–[7], [11]–[13]; however, these scholars

analyzed only the positive or negative extreme emotional
orientations of review opinions, while they neglected the
neutral emotion orientation. Nevertheless, neutral emotion
represents the uncertainty and hesitation of the review opin-
ion and thus should not be ignored [2], [3], [9]. On this basis,
some scholars attempt to analyze the product ranking prob-
lem by combining intuitionistic fuzzy theory and sentiment
analysis [2], [3], which better integrated the three types
of positive, negative and neutral emotional orientations.
Although the previously described methods effectively
aggregated emotional orientation information differently,
the aggregation perspective is only from product attributes
and ignored the time dynamic change perspective of emo-
tion. By the same token, emotional information at different
time series exerts different effects on consumers’ decision-
making. The active attenuation theory also indicates that it
gives more weight to recent observations and less weight
to earlier information with time passing [13], [14], i.e., the
thought of ‘‘stress the present rather than the past’’ [15]. Thus,
to support the consumers’ purchase decisions, it is necessary
to develop an algorithm for extracting the review information
under a discrete time-series information preference, provid-
ing a discrete dynamic information aggregation operator to
aggregate dynamic review information under different time-
series information preferences.

The objective of this paper is to propose a method based
on the sentiment analysis technique and discrete dynamic
intuitionistic fuzzy information aggregation operator to sup-
port consumer purchase decisions considering dynamic infor-
mation preferences. The proposed method can be divided
into two main parts, i.e., emotional orientation recognition of
online reviews under different time series and product rank-
ing based on discrete DIFWA (DDIFWA) operators. In the
previous part, product review information is extracted from
the JD Mall and Tmall Mall website, and the product feature
dictionary and feature emotional orientation (including pos-
itive, negative, and neutral emotion orientations) dictionary
are subsequently created based on the review information;
moreover, three types of emotion orientation values for each
feature of the product are calculated through an algorithm.
In the latter part, from the time-series perspective, emotion
information of reviews are selected from three discontinu-
ous periods, the three emotional ratios of the same product
feature in different time series are calculated, and the three
types of emotional ratios are converted into emotion intu-
itionistic fuzzy numbers (IFNs) under multiple discrete time-
series. At the same time, a DDIFWA operator is proposed to
aggregate the emotion intuitionistic fuzzy evaluation matrix
from the time-series preference. Finally, the intuitionistic
fuzzy scoring function and the ‘‘vertical projection distance’’
method are used to evaluate online product features and rank
the product.

The major contributions of this paper include the following
three points:

(1) In terms of the online purchase decision prob-
lem, we first consider consumers’ preferences for different
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time-series review information and highlight consumers’
online consumption behavior features and habits in real life,
which coincide with the discrete dynamic distribution char-
acteristics of online reviews, thus showing a very strong
application background.

(2) In terms of the sentiment orientation classification,
we used a self-built corpus to process word segmentation and
part-of-speech (POS) tagging and established new specific
feature and sentiment dictionaries, as well as optimized the
sentiment identification based on the preliminary extraction
of ‘‘feature word phrase–sentiment orientation word phrase’’
pairs. The accuracy of the model was improved by con-
structing ‘‘sentiment orientation word phrase–feature word
phrase’’, ‘‘other word phrase’’ and ‘‘special sentiment word
phrase’’ dictionaries.

(3) In terms of information aggregation, we discretized
the review information for different time sequences, and we
proposed and proved the DDIFWA operators to aggregate
this discrete dynamic review information. Moreover, on the
basis of the thought of ‘‘stress the present rather than the
past’’, the discrete time weights are calculated using the time
attenuation function.

The remainder of this paper is organized as fol-
lows. Section 2 introduces work related to our study.
Section 3 describes data selection, data crawling, and data
processing. Section 4 introduces sentiment orientation identi-
fication and classification. Section 5 provides the online prod-
uct feature evaluation and purchase decision method based
on sentiment IFNs. In Section 6, a case study is presented on
the feature evaluation and ranking of five phones to illustrate
the effectiveness of the presented method. The discussion is
provided in Section 7 to verify the advantages of the method,
and the conclusion and future work are provided in Section 8.

II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we introduce several related studies in
three areas: first, we investigate sentiment orientation clas-
sification; second, we consider online product ranking for
consumers’ purchase decisions; and third, we present infor-
mation aggregation operators in IFNs.

A. SENTIMENT ORIENTATION CLASSIFICATION
Sentiment orientation classification, also referred to as senti-
ment computing for online reviews, has received considerable
attention in academia. The concept of sentiment computing
was proposed by Picard from the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology in 1997. In the book ‘‘Affective Computing’’,
Picard [16] noted that sentiment computing is computing
that relates to, arises from, or deliberately influences emo-
tion or other affective phenomena. Sentiment orientation
classification can be categorized into document level [17],
statement level [18] or word level [19]. According to the
literature [20]–[22], there are two thoughts for using the
sentiment analysis technique to extract product features:
dictionary-based extraction and corpus-based extraction. The
first method involves using or extending a current sentiment

dictionary or constructing a dictionary based on a
corpus [20]. The most well-known English sentiment dictio-
naries are WordNet and SentiWordNet, and the most famous
Chinese sentiment dictionaries are HowNet, NTUSD and
Synonymy Thesaurus. In the first method, word phrases are
crawled and filtered from an existing corpus and recorded in
a dictionary. The sentiment orientation can subsequently be
concluded by applying specific rules. Hu and Liu [21], [22]
were the first to develop the area of review mining.
First, they conducted a POS analysis of reviews. Second,
Hu’s and Liu’s groups [21], [22] searched high-frequency
word phrases to determine product features using a co-
concurrence matrix. The sentiment orientation can then
be inferred as positive, neutral or negative. The current
classification methods for sentiment words primarily focus
on autorecognition in the dictionary. Liu et al. [3] used
HowNet to determine customers’ sentiment orientation for
car features [3]. Xianghua et al. [23] used topic modeling
and the HowNet lexicon to analyze the aspects discussed
in Chinese social reviews and the sentiments expressed.
Turney and Littman [24] adopted the pointwise mutual
information–information retrieval (PMI-IR) method to
calculate the semantic orientation of word phrases.
Asgarian et al. [25] developed a FerdowsNet and Persian
sentiment lexicon for sentiment classification of the Persian
language. Sentiment mining or classification has been exten-
sively applied to analyze online reviews. Yuan et al. [26]
extracted the consumer sentiment of product reviews using
the joint sentiment-topic model to enhance sale prediction
performance. Xiong et al. [27] proposed a joint sentiment-
topic model, referred to as the word-pair sentiment-topic
model (WSTM), for short text reviews and effectively applied
theWSTM tomine product reviews. Fang et al. [28] proposed
a multistrategy sentiment analysis method with semantic
fuzziness to resolve the fuzziness of Chinese characters.

B. ONLINE PRODUCT RANKING FOR CONSUMERS’
PURCHASE DECISIONS
In terms of online product ranking, Liu’s group [3] per-
formed a comprehensive summary. They noted that there
are few research papers that investigate overall rankings
directly determined by online reviews. In particular, relevant
studies [6], [7], [11]–[13], [29] have focused on two
directions: 1) determining product features and the overall
sentiment orientation of customers towards a product by
analyzing the online comments and 2) ranking products by
the results of online review analysis. However, the previous
studies have ignored the multidimensional complex senti-
ment orientation of product features, as well as their weighted
impact on the overall rank. Moreover, the previous meth-
ods also ignored ‘‘neutral’’ as a sentiment orientation, thus
leading to inaccurate and incomplete sentiment computation
for the product features. Considering these gaps of neutral
sentiment orientation and multidimensional complex senti-
ment orientation, Liu et al. proposed an algorithm based
on sentiment dictionaries to identify positive, neutral and
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negative sentiment orientations for alternative products using
the product features from automobilehome.com [3]. They
subsequently transformed the positive, neutral and negative
sentiment orientations into the membership, nonmembership
and hesitancy degrees of IFNs, respectively, and constructed
an online product ranking method based on a sentiment
analysis technique and intuitionistic fuzzy set theory [3].
Fan et al. [8] presented a method for ranking products
and supporting consumers’ purchase decisions based on
online product ratings and the attributes of each alterna-
tive product. Yang and Zhu [9] considered the large vol-
ume and normal distribution characteristics of online review
information and proposed an online product purchasing
decision method based on a normal stochastic multicri-
teria decision and the vertical distance method. Further-
more, scholars have analyzed the relationship between the
features of online reviews and product demands or sales.
Chong et al. [30] noted that online reviews and promotional
marketing strategies are important predictors of product
demands, and online reviews are generally better predictors
than online marketing promotions. Ren et al. [31] noted that
the volume of negative consumer reviews drives consumers’
purchase decisions, whereas the volume of positive consumer
reviews only marginally affects purchasing decisions. In par-
ticular, the helpfulness of an online review is an important
online review feature, and a considerable amount of research
has been conducted on the prediction, identification and influ-
encing factors of online review helpfulness [32]–[34]. The
existing research findings have optimized the online product
ranking method; however, the data source of these methods
is related product reviews, which overlook the fact that in
their decision-making processes, consumers randomly read a
limited number of online comments to support their purchase
decision.

C. INFORMATION AGGREGATION OPERATORS IN IFNS
Since Zadeh proposed fuzzy set theory in 1965 [35], many
scholars have been expanding the fuzzy set and have pro-
posed many new extension fuzzy sets, such as the neutro-
sophic set [36], [37], hesitant fuzzy sets [38], Pythagorean
fuzzy sets [39], probabilistic linguistic term sets[40], general-
ized fuzzy number[41], triangular fuzzy set [42], trapezoidal
fuzzy set [43], intuitionistic fuzzy set [44] or Integrating
Heterogeneous Information [45], etc.. The intuitionistic fuzzy
set is one of the important directions in the current devel-
opment of fuzzy set theory. Referring to Zadeh’s fuzzy set,
the concept of the intuitionistic fuzzy set was proposed by
Atanassov [44]. The intuitionistic fuzzy set, which can
simultaneously express membership degree, nonmember-
ship degree and hesitancy degree, can be applied to
describe the fuzziness and uncertainty of objects. On this
basis, many scholars have expanded upon the related
research using the intuitionistic fuzzy set theory, partic-
ularly focusing on intuitionistic fuzzy aggregation opera-
tors and their application in decision making. For example,
Xu and Yager [46] and Xu [48] developed the intuitionistic

fuzzy weighted averaging (IFWA) operator, the intuition-
istic fuzzy ordered weighted averaging (IFOWA) operator,
the intuitionistic fuzzy hybrid aggregation (IFHA) oper-
ator, the intuitionistic fuzzy weighted geometric (IFWG)
operator, the intuitionistic fuzzy ordered weighted geo-
metric (IFOWG) operator, and the intuitionistic fuzzy
hybrid geometric (IFHG) operator. Wei [49] proposed
an induced intuitionistic fuzzy ordered weighted geomet-
ric (I-IFOWG) operator and induced interval-valued intu-
itionistic fuzzy ordered weighted geometric (I-IIFOWG)
operator, while Tan and Chen [50] proposed an intuitionistic
fuzzy Choquet integral operator. Furthermore, Yu et al. [51]
developed an interval-valued intuitionistic fuzzy prioritized
operator, and Zhao and Wei [52] proposed intuitionistic
fuzzy Einstein hybrid aggregation operators. Liu [53] pro-
posed Hamacher aggregation operators based on the interval-
valued intuitionistic fuzzy numbers. Joshi and Kumar [54]
developed an interval-valued intuitionistic hesitant fuzzy
Choquet integral operator. Liu [55] and Liu and Li [56]
developed interval-valued intuitionistic fuzzy power Hero-
nian aggregation operators and intuitionistic fuzzy interaction
partitioned Bonferroni mean operators. Kaur and Garg [57]
developed generalized cubic intuitionistic fuzzy aggrega-
tion operators, and Teng and Liu [58] proposed linguis-
tic intuitionistic fuzzy density hybrid weighted averaging
operators.

Scholars have also explored dynamic information aggre-
gation with a time series. Xu [59] developed methods
for weighting time series and proposed a dynamic intu-
itionistic fuzzy weighted averaging (DIFWA) operator to
resolve the issue of dynamic intuitionistic fuzzy multiat-
tribute decision making. Wei [60] proposed a dynamic intu-
itionistic fuzzy weighted geometric (DIFWG) operator and
uncertain dynamic intuitionistic fuzzy weighted geometric
(UDIFWG) operator. Park [61] presented a dynamic intu-
itionistic fuzzy weighted geometric (DIFWG) operator and
uncertain dynamic intuitionistic fuzzy weighted geomet-
ric (UDIFWG) operator, while Yang et al. [15] presented
the dynamic intuitionistic normal fuzzy weighted arithmetic
average (DINFWAA) operator and the dynamic intuitionis-
tic normal fuzzy weighted geometric average (DINFWGA)
operator. Park et al. [61] developed dynamic interval-
valued intuitionistic normal fuzzy aggregation operators, and
Li et al. [62] developed a dynamic decision-making approach
by integrating prospect theory and an intuitionistic fuzzy
Bayesian network to solve risk decision-making problems.
Hao et al. [63] proposed two generalized approaches based
on TOPSIS and TODIM to consider dynamic and hetero-
geneous information environments. Lourenzutti et al. [64]
presented multiperiod power-weighted geometric average
operators to address dynamic MADM problems in terms of
an intuitionistic fuzzy environment. Chen et al. [65] proposed
a dynamic intuitionistic fuzzy power geometric weighted
average (DIFPGWA) operator. The previously described
information aggregation operators can resolve the problem
of aggregating dynamic information with continuous time;
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TABLE 1. Data source statistics.

however, they cannot aggregate dynamic information with
discrete time.

The previous studies have made significant contributions
to sentiment orientation computing for online reviews, online
product rankings and information aggregation operators.
However, few studies have addressed sentiment orientation
for each product feature, although the methods based on IFNs
presented by Liu et al. [2] and Liu et al. [3] can reflect three
types of sentiment orientations for product features, and the
sentiment expression and the identification rules of product
features are automatically obtained by the specific website.
Thus, the sentiment orientation classification and product
feature extraction of the existing methods cannot be widely
applied to analyze online reviews of other e-commerce web-
sites. Furthermore, the existing studies on dynamic informa-
tion aggregation consider only continuous time cases while
ignoring discrete time cases and consumers’ information
preferences, which make it quite difficult to describe the
impact of a review from different time sequences on the
consumer purchase decision. Thus, to support the consumers’
purchase decisions, it is necessary to develop a method that
can identify the sentiment orientation of each product feature,
aggregate discrete dynamic information and rank alternative
products according to the identified sentiment orientations
and discrete dynamic information aggregation.

III. DATA SELECTION, CRAWLING AND PROCESSIONG
A. DATA SELECTION AND CRAWLING
Considering the scale of online shopping and the represen-
tativeness of mobile phone models, five mobile phone prod-
ucts, i.e., iPhone 8, Huawei Mate 10, Meizu PRO 7, Xiaomi
Mi6 and VIVO X20, were selected as our research objects.
Based on the Python platform, the crawler obtains online
reviews from JD Mall and Tmall Mall. The time span for
data crawling is from the release date of each mobile phone to
May 5, 2018. The data source statistics are shown in Table 1.

Table 1 shows that an original dataset of 6,075,200 words
from online reviews for the 5 mobile phones is crawled, and a
large number of duplicate reviews, invalid reviews, irregular
characters and other data are cleaned. The cleaning rules
include deleting control characters, switching traditional
Chinese to simplified Chinese, replacing common typos,

deleting repeated comments, deleting default comments and
deleting specific characters.

B. DATA PROCESSIONG
In this paper, the open-source Chinese word segmenta-
tion package jieba [67] is used for word segmentation and
POS tagging. Product feature words (nouns) and correspond-
ing sentiment words (adjectives) are identified by the system
default segmentation dictionary and manual screening.

First, the default word segmentation dictionary of jieba
is used to perform preliminary word segmentation, extract
nouns and adjectives according to the word segmentation
results, count the frequency of each word, select words with
higher frequencies, and classify the words to create feature
word and sentiment dictionaries. In terms of feature words,
11,232 nouns are generated, and considering the word fre-
quency distribution, a long tail characteristic is presented. The
482 words with the highest frequency are selected to create a
feature dictionary. The cumulative word frequency is approx-
imately 85%. The rules for creating sentiment dictionaries are
similar. There are 1,709 sentiment words, and the 117 most
frequently used words are selected as sentiment dictionary
sets. The cumulative frequency is approximately 85%. The
dictionary in the first step is subsequently used for highlight
matching, and the unidentified words are manually screened
and added to the dictionary. The product feature dictionary
and the product sentiment dictionary are then created by the
following process: previously described dictionary→ dictio-
nary trial matching→ highlight check→ manual screening.

IV. SENTIMENT ORIENTATION CLASSIFICATION
The sentiment analysis method adopted in this paper is based
on dictionarymatching feature-sentiment word pairs and con-
structing semantic rules to complete the sentiment orientation
classification.

The first step is to identify the nouns (feature words). First,
a new dictionary is created and used for word segmenta-
tion and POS tagging. After a noun is found, the feature
to which it corresponds is evaluated. For example, ‘‘
(workmanship)’’ and ‘‘ (quality)’’ can be classified as
quality feature words. The specific rules are shown in Table 2.

The second step is to identify the sentiment words (adjec-
tives). The sentiment words are divided into three categories:
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TABLE 2. Rules of POS tagging.

TABLE 3. Regular expression of sentiment orientation identification,
taking ‘‘ (quality)’’ as an example.

1) positive sentiment; 2) neutral sentiment; and 3) negative
sentiment. For example, ‘‘marvelous’’ and ‘‘excellent’’ are
positive sentiments; ‘‘not too bad’’ and ‘‘ordinary’’ are neu-
tral sentiments; and ‘‘poor’’ and ‘‘deceptive’’ are negative
sentiments. The specific rules are shown in Table 2.

The third step is to identify negation words. In general,
‘‘not’’, ‘‘no’’, etc., are marked as negation words following
the specific rules shown in Table 2.

The fourth step is to create a regular expression for sen-
timent orientation identification. Based on the POS tagging
rules shown in Table 2, the regular expression rules are shown
in Table 3.

Taking the ‘‘quality’’ feature as an example, the senti-
ment orientation of each feature is divided into three direc-
tions: positive, neutral and negative. The regular expressions
are created based on sentiment identification. According to
the semantic rules, positive sentiments have two representa-
tion types: 1) feature words–positive sentiment word pairs
(i.e., nouns + adjectives) and 2) feature words–negation
words–negation sentiment word pairs. Similarly, negative
sentiments can be expressed using feature words–negation
sentiment word pairs and feature words–negation words—
positive sentiment word pairs. The neutral sentiment orien-
tation has only one identification pattern, which are feature
words–neutral sentimental word pairs.

The fifth step is to optimize the results of sentiment ori-
entation identification. The optimization process primarily
includes the following three aspects.

(1) Implicit feature identification is applied based
on PMI. In response to the colloquial phenomenon of

product reviews, many reviews are expressed not only in
the previously described mode of ‘‘feature words–sentiment
words’’ but also in pure adjective form because a single
adjective conveys two dimensions of information, namely,
features and sentiments. Therefore, the PMI value calculation
method based on an Internet search engine is used to identify
the implicit feature [68]. In this method, the search results
are used as the source of word probability. The decrement
PMI threshold method [69] is subsequently used with a
threshold x= 40%. The PMI is arranged in descending order
to evaluate the sentimental orientation of the feature words.
Moreover, the semantic orientation PMI (SO-PMI) [70] algo-
rithm is introduced to calculate the sentiment orientation of
sentiment words.

(2) The combination of one adjective with different feature
words may produce different sentimental orientations. For
example, ‘‘very fast start’’ is a positive evaluation, while
‘‘very fast power consumption’’ is a negative evaluation. For
these identification problems, the manual annotation method
is adopted in this paper, and a new dictionary of special words
is created, as shown in Table 4.

(3) An additional feature dictionary is employed. Some
feature words are mismatched to adjectives that describe
other features. For example, ‘‘mobile phone’’ and ‘‘logistics’’
can be recognized as nouns in ‘‘mobile phone is still used,
logistics are very satisfactory’’; however, because ‘‘logistics’’
does not originate from a specific dictionary, its match-
ing adjective, satisfactory, is falsely matched with mobile
phone, and the result is ‘‘mobile phone . . . satisfactory’’,
which is not ideal. Therefore, the proposed solution is to
add a ‘‘miscellaneous’’ feature dictionary to classify non-
target feature words and establish corresponding matching
patterns.

Finally, precision, recall and f-score are used to measure
the accuracy of sentiment orientation classification. In this
section, 100 reviews are randomly selected for each mobile
phone as test sets formanual testing. The test results show that
precision, recall and f-score increase from 67.4%, 38.6% and
51.8%, respectively, before optimization to 81.4%, 66.8%
and 73.3%, respectively, after optimization.
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TABLE 4. New dictionary of special words (application example).

V. PRODUCTS RANKING FOR PURCHASE DECISION
METHOD BASED ON SENTIMENT INTUITIONSTIC
FUZZY NUMBERS
A. INTUITIONSTIC FUZZY NUMBERS
Definition 1 [44]: Let X be a fixed set, where X =

(x1, x2, · · · , xm). A = { [x, µA(x), υA(x)]| x ∈ X} is an intu-
itionistic fuzzy set A in X ; µA(x) and υA(x) denote the
membership and nonmembership of element x in X to A,
respectively; µA(x) : X → [0, 1]; υA(x) : X → [0, 1];
0 ≤ µA(x) + υA(x) ≤ 1, x ∈ X ; and πA = 1 − µA(x) −
υA(x) is the hesitancy degree of x in X to A. The ordered
pair α = 〈µα, υα〉, which is composed of membership and
nonmembership, is referred to as an IFN.
Definition 2 [44]: Let a = 〈µa, υa〉 be an IFN. S(a) =

µa−υa andH (a) = µa+υa are defined as the score function
and accuracy function, respectively. For IFNs a = 〈µa, υa〉
and b = 〈µb, υb〉, S(a) = µa − υa, H (a) = µa + υa, S(b) =
µb − υb, and H (b) = µb + υb are the score degrees and
accuracy degrees. The ranking rule for IFNs is shown below:

1) If S(a) > S(b), then IFN a is larger than IFN b.
2) If S(a) = S(b) and
• if H (a) = H (b), then IFN a is equal to IFN b;
• if H (a) < H (b), then IFN a is smaller than IFN b;
• if H (a) > H (b), then IFN a is larger than IFN b.
Definition 3 [44]: Let α = 〈µα, υα〉, α1 = 〈µα1 , υα1〉 and

α2 = 〈µα2 , υα2〉 be three IFNs. The basic operational laws
are summarized as follows:

1) α1 ⊕ α2 = 〈µα1 + µα2 − µα1µα2 , υα1υα2〉;
2) α1 ⊗ α2 = 〈µα1µα2 , υα1 + υα2 − υα1υα2〉;
3) λα = 〈1− (1− µα)λ, υλα〉;
4) αλ = 〈µλα, 1− (1− υα)λ〉.

B. SENTIMENT INTUITIONISTIC FUZZY NUMBERS
1) SENTIMENT ORIENTATION CLASSIFICATION OF
PRODUCT FEATURES
A consumer has a total of n choices for products and dis-
cretely and randomly reads the reviews under limited k time
sequences of the whole time T . Assume that the selection set
of products in the tζ -th discrete time sequence is:

Atζ =
{
A
tζ
1 ,A

tζ
2 , · · · ,A

tζ
n

}
(1)

where tζ = a, f , o, · · · , z ∈ Z+, and tζ is a discontinuous
time sequence; that is, f 6= a + 1 or o 6= f + 1. Moreover,
ζ = 1, 2, · · · , k is a numbering matched the sequence of k
discrete time; that is, t1 = a, t2 = f , . . . . . . , tk = z.

The evaluation index set of each product is feature set C ,
where there are a total of m features. Then:

C tζ =

{
C
tζ
1 ,C

tζ
2 , · · · ,C

tζ
m

}
The weight vector of attributes under the tζ -th discrete time

is wtζ = (w
tζ
1 ,w

tζ
2 , · · · ,w

tζ
m)T .

Let the i-th product A
tζ
i , (i = 1, 2, · · · , n) correspond to

q
tζ
i reviews in the tζ -th discrete time sequence, and Qtζ ={
q
tζ
1 , q

tζ
2 , · · · , q

tζ
n

}
indicates the vector of numbers of the

online reviews of n products; then, the l-th review concerning
alternative phone A

tζ
i under the tζ -th discrete time recorded

as D
ltζ
i = (D

ltζ
i1 ,D

ltζ
i2 , · · · ,D

ltζ
im), (l = 1, 2, · · · , q

tζ
i ), where

D
ltζ
ij , (j = 1, 2, · · · ,m) denotes the sentence on the attribute

C
tζ
ij , (j = 1, 2, · · · ,m) of product A

tζ
i .

Since the number of sentiment orientations of online
reviews in each discrete time slice stage is large, it is nec-
essary to aggregate the comment information on the same
sentiment orientation of a certain product feature to obtain
comprehensive comment information. To this end, the weight
of each comment on a product feature is required, and the
number of the same sentiment orientations for a certain
product feature is multiplied by the online review weight
to derive a comprehensive product feature-sentiment orien-
tation. According to Najmi et al. [13], the active attenua-
tion index derived from biology can effectively measure the
importance of online comments. Najmi et al. [13] noted that
over time, the impact of consumers’ comments will show
exponential decay. Therefore, the time exponential decay
method is used to obtain the weight of each online comment
in this paper as follows.

Let ω
ltζ
ij , (i = 1, 2, · · · , n; j = 1, 2, · · · ,m) be the weight

of the online review D
ltζ
ij in the tζ -th discrete time. The

formula for ω
ltζ
ij is:

ω
ltζ
ij = e

T
ltζ
ij −T

tζ
i

T
tζ
c −T

tζ
i , (i = 1, 2, · · · , n; j = 1, 2, · · · ,m;

l = 1, 2, · · · , q
tζ
i ) (2)

where T
ltζ
ij represents the release time of product A

tζ
i under

the tζ -th discrete time stage, T
tζ
i represents the shelf time

of product A
tζ
i , and T

tζ
c represents the current time. We can

see that for the exponential term of the formula, the numer-
ator is always less than or equal to the denominator; thus,
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the numerator/denominator is less than or equal to 1, and the
total weight is greater than 0 and less than or equal to e.
Therefore, we can obtain the weighted value of each prod-

uct feature sentimental orientation in k different discrete time
sequences:

POS
tζ
ij =

q
tζ
i∑

l=1

(
ω
ltζ
ij ∗ count_pos

ltζ
ij

)
(i = 1, 2, · · · , n;

j = 1, 2, · · · ,m; l = 1, 2, · · · , q
tζ
i ) (3)

HES
tζ
ij =

q
tζ
i∑

l=1

(
ω
ltζ
ij ∗ count_hes

ltζ
ij

)
(i = 1, 2, · · · , n;

j = 1, 2, · · · ,m; l = 1, 2, · · · , q
tζ
i ) (4)

NEG
tζ
ij =

q
tζ
i∑

l=1

(
ω
ltζ
ij ∗ count_neg

ltζ
ij

)
(i = 1, 2, · · · , n;

j = 1, 2, · · · ,m; l = 1, 2, · · · , q
tζ
i ) (5)

In formula (3), POS
tζ
ij represents a summary of posi-

tive sentiment values for the j-th feature of the i-th mobile
phone at the tζ -th discrete time stage, count_pos

ltζ
ij repre-

sents the number of the j-th feature positive sentiment in the
l-th comment of the i-th mobile phone, and ω

ltζ
ij is the weight

of the l-th online review. HES and NEG represent a summary
of neutral and negative sentiment values, respectively, and
the remaining symbols have similar meanings. Therefore,
a database is provided for the next step to construct a sen-
timental intuitionistic fuzzy evaluation matrix based on three
types of product feature-sentiment orientations.

2) SENTIMENT INTUITIONISTIC FUZZY EVALUATION MATRIX
FOR A DISCRETE TIME SEQUENCE
According to the previously described analysis, the online
review sentimental orientations of each product feature con-
sist of three types: positive, neutral, and negative. According
to Liu et al. [2] and Liu et al. [3], the three sentiment orien-
tations are normalized, and the proportion of each sentiment
orientation among all sentiments is calculated. The propor-
tions correspond to membership degree µα , nonmembership
degree υα and hesitancy degree 1−µα−υα in the IFN under
the tζ -th discrete time as follows:

R̄ =
(
r̄
tζ
ij

)
n×m
=

(
〈µ̄

tζ
ij , ῡ

tζ
ij 〉

)
n×m

=

(
〈

POS
tζ
ij

POS
tζ
ij + HES

tζ
ij + NEG

tζ
ij

,

HES
tζ
ij

POS
tζ
ij + HES

tζ
ij + NEG

tζ
ij

〉

)
n×m

(6)

From this, we obtain k matrixes (each matrix is of size
n× m), and each matrix element is a pair of sentiment IFNs.

The matrix is developed as follows:

R̄tζ =
(
r̄
tζ
ij

)
n×m
=

(
〈µ̄

tζ
ij , ῡ

tζ
ij 〉

)
n×m

=


〈µ̄

tζ
11, ῡ

tζ
11〉 〈µ̄

tζ
12, ῡ

tζ
12〉 · · · 〈µ̄

tζ
1m, ῡ

tζ
1m〉

〈µ̄
tζ
21, ῡ

tζ
21〉 〈µ̄

tζ
22, ῡ

tζ
22〉 · · · 〈µ̄

tζ
2m, ῡ

tζ
2m〉

...
...

. . .
...

〈µ̄
tζ
n1, ῡ

tζ
n1〉 〈µ̄

tζ
n2, ῡ

tζ
n2〉 · · · 〈µ̄

tζ
nm, ῡ

tζ
nm〉

 (7)

where tζ is a discontinuous discrete time sequence and
tζ = a, f , o, · · · , z. To aggregate the sentiment intuition-
istic fuzzy matrix information for different discrete time
sequences, it is necessary to find the weight and the infor-
mation aggregating operator of the discrete time sequence.

In addition, considering the difference in product feature
weights for different discrete time sequences, in this paper,
the intuitionistic fuzzy entropy (IFE) [71] is used to obtain the
product feature weight wtζ = (w

tζ
1 ,w

tζ
2 , · · · ,w

tζ
m)T , and we

can also obtain the feature-weighted sentiment intuitionistic
fuzzy matrix as follows:

Rtζ =
(
〈µ

tζ
ij , υ

tζ
ij 〉

)
n×m
= R̄tζ × wtζ

=

(
〈1− (1− µ̄

tζ
ij )

w
tζ
j , (ῡ

tζ
ij )

w
tζ
j 〉

)
n×m

(8)

In Eq. (8), w
tζ
j is the weight of the j-th feature of the

i-th mobile phone in the tζ -th discrete time sequence.

3) ESTABLISHMENT OF THE DISCRETE TIME WEIGHT AND
THE DDIFWA OPERATOR
A key premise of the aggregation of discrete time information
is a determination of the time weight. At the same time,
considering the trend of consumers’ purchasing decisions,
consumers focus on the timeline of product review infor-
mation; that is, the more recent the information, the more
valuable it is to the consumer’s decision making. To this end,
the time attenuation function in reference [13] is introduced
to determine the discrete time weights. In contrast to the
continuous time weight provided by Eq. (2), the time weights
under a discrete time sequence are provided here, and the
formula is derived as follows:

Let tζ = a, f , o, · · · , z(ζ = 1, 2, · · · , k) denote a discrete
time sequence where the weight of time tζ is η(tζ ); then,

η(tζ )=C0eλ(tζ−t1), (tζ =a, f , o, · · · , z; ζ =1, 2, · · · , k) (9)

In Eq. (9), C0 > 0 is a constant in the discrete time sequence,
and 0 < λ < 1 is an attenuation coefficient.
Similarly, according to the constraint condition of the

weight, the discrete time weight η(tζ ) should satisfy∑k
ζ=1 η(tζ ) =

∑tk=z
tζ=t1=a C0eλ(tζ−t1) = 1. Thus, C0 =

1
/∑tk=z

tζ=t1=a C0eλ(tζ−t1) can be obtained, and Eq. (9) can be
converted into:

η(tζ ) =
eλ(tζ−t1)∑tk=z

tζ=t1=a C0eλ(tζ−t1)
=

eλtζ∑tk=z
tζ=t1=a C0eλtζ

(tζ = a, f , o, · · · , z; ζ = 1, 2, · · · , k) (10)
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In Eq. (10), η(tζ ) is the weight of tζ , and 0 < λ < 1 is an
attenuation coefficient. tζ = a, f , o, · · · , z indicates that the
time intervals are unequal, which is fundamentally different
from the time weight determination method for a traditional
continuous time sequence.

After obtaining the discrete time weights, it is necessary
to aggregate the discrete time sequence information using the
information aggregation operator. To this end, the DDIFWA
operators are proposed, including the discrete dynamic intu-
itionistic fuzzy average weighted aggregation (DDIFWAA)
operator and the discrete dynamic intuitionistic fuzzy geo-
metric average weighted aggregation (DDIFWGAA) opera-
tor. The definitions are as follows:

Let tζ be a time sequence variable; then, a(tζ ) =
〈µ(tζ ), υ(tζ )〉 is called an IFN, where µa(tζ ) ∈ [0, 1] , υa(tζ ) ∈
[0, 1] and µa(tζ ) + υa(tζ ) ≤ 1. If tζ = a, f , o, · · · , z(ζ =
1, 2, · · · , k), then a(a), a(f ), a(o) · · · , a(z) represent the
IFNs of k different discrete time sequences.
Theorem 1: Let a(t) = (a(t1), a(t2), a(t3), · · · , a(tk )) =

(a(a), a(f ), a(o), · · · , a(z)) be the IFNs of the k time
sequences and η(tζ ) = (η(t1), η(t2), η(t3), · · · , η(tk ))T =
(η(a), η(f ), η(o), · · · , η(z))T represent discrete time weight

vector, η(tζ ) ∈ [0, 1],
tk=z∑

tζ=t1=a
η(tζ ) = 1. Let DDIFWAA :

Qn→ Q, then:

DDIFWAAη(tζ )(a(a), a(f ), a(o), · · · , a(z))

=

tk=z∑
tζ=t1=a

η(tζ )× a(tζ ) = (1−
tk=z∏

tζ=t1=a

(1− µ(tζ ))
η(tζ ),

tk=z∏
tζ=t1=a

υ(tζ )
η(tζ )) (11)

is a DDIFWAA operator.
Theorem 2: Let a(t) = (a(t1), a(t2), a(t3), · · · , a(tk )) =

(a(a), a(f ), a(o), · · · , a(z)) be the IFNs of the k time
sequences, η(tζ ) = (η(t1), η(t2), η(t3), · · · , η(tk ))T =

(η(a), η(f ), η(o), · · · , η(z))T represent discrete time weight

vector, η(tζ ) ∈ [0, 1],
tk=z∑

tζ=t1=a
η(tζ ) = 1. Let DDIFWGAA :

Qn→ Q, then:

DDIFWGAAη(tζ )(a(a), a(f ), a(o), · · · , a(z))

=

tk=z∏
tζ=t1=a

η(tζ )× a(tζ ) = (
tk=z∏

tζ=t1=a

µ(tζ )
η(tζ ),

1−
tk=z∏

tζ=t1=a

(1− υ(tζ ))
η(tζ )) (12)

is a DDIFWGAA operator.
The proofs of Theorem 1 and 2 are provided in Appendix.
According to the discrete time weights, the DDIFWA oper-

ators are used to aggregate the information for different time
sequences to obtain the discrete dynamic intuitionistic fuzzy
synthesis decision matrix (DDIFSDM).

The DDIFSDM based on the DDIFWAA operator is as
follows:

R =
(
〈µij, υij〉

)
n×m =

k∑
ζ=1

Rtζ × η(tζ )

=

1−
k∏
ζ=1

(1− µij(tζ ))
η(tζ ),

k∏
ζ=1

υij(tζ )
η(tζ )


n×m

(13)

The DDIFSDM based on the DDIFWGAA operator is as
follows:

R =
(
〈µij, υij〉

)
n×m =

k∏
ζ=1

Rtζ
η(tζ )

=

 k∏
ζ=1

µij(tζ )
η(tζ ), 1−

k∏
ζ=1

(1− υij(tζ ))
η(tζ )


n×m

(14)

C. ONLINE PRODUCT FEATURES AND COMPREHENSIVE
RANKING
Based on the DDIFSDM, the intuitionistic fuzzy score S(a)
and accuracyH (a) inDefinition 2 are used to rank the features
of all alternative products.

For a comprehensive product ranking, the vertical projec-
tion distance method reported by Yang [9] is used to sort
the synthesis scores of each alternative product. The vertical
distance algorithm is described as follows.

First, the positive and negative ideal solutions of alterna-
tives in the DDIFSDM R are determined. The positive ideal
solution is as follows:

r+ = (〈µ+1 , υ
+

1 , π
+

1 〉, 〉µ
+

2 , υ
+

2 , π
+

2 〉,

· · · , 〈µ+m, υ
+
m , π

+
m 〉) (15)

where µ+j = max
i

{
µij
}
, υ+j = min

i

{
υij
}
, and π+j = 1 −

µ+j − υ
+

j .
The negative ideal solution is as follows:

r− = (〈µ−1 , υ
−

1 , π
−

1 〉, 〈µ
−

2 , υ
−

2 , π
−

2 〉,

· · · , 〈µ−m, υ
−
m , π

−
m 〉) (16)

where µ−j = min
i

{
µij
}
, υ−j = max

i

{
υij
}
, and π+j =

1− µ+j − υ
+

j .
Then, the linear distance between each alternative and

the positive or negative ideal solutions and the linear dis-
tance between the positive and negative ideal solutions are
obtained:

d(ri , r+)

=

√√√√1
2

m∑
j=1

[
(µ+

j
−µij)2+(υ+j −υij)

2+(π+
j
−πij)2

]
(17)

d(ri , r−)

=

√√√√1
2

m∑
j=1

[
(µ−j −µij)

2+(υ−j −υij)
2+(π−j −πij)

2
]

(18)
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d(r+i , r
−)

=

√√√√1
2

m∑
j=1

[
(µ−j −µ

+

j )
2+(υ−j −υ

+

j )
2+(π−j −π

+

j )2
]

(19)

Finally, the ‘‘vertical projection’’ distance between each
alternative and the positive ideal solution is identified as
follows:

V+i =
d2(r+, r−)+ d2(r+, ri)− d2(r−, ri)

2d(r+, r−)
(20)

In a similar way, the ‘‘vertical projection’’ distance
between each alternative and the negative ideal solution is
identified as follows:

V−i =
d2(r+, r−)+ d2(r−, ri)− d2(r+, ri)

2d(r+, r−)
(21)

The smaller the value of V+i , the better the alternative
product, and vice versa. Moreover, the larger the value of V−i
is, the better the alternative product, and vice versa.

D. ALGORITHM OF THE PROPOSED METHOD
Given the previously described analysis, we proposed an
online purchase decision method based on sentiment orienta-
tion classification and the DDIFWA operator. The algorithm
was developed as follows.
Step 1: The alternative products and data sources are iden-

tified, and data based on the Python platform are processed
to create dictionaries of product features and their sentiment
orientation words.
Step 2: The time slice basis of the discrete time sequence

is determined, and online reviews of k discrete time are
extracted to construct the vector of numbers of the online
reviews Qtζ =

{
q
tζ
1 , q

tζ
2 , · · · , q

tζ
n

}
of n products and the

vector of the l-th review D
ltζ
i = (D

ltζ
i1 ,D

ltζ
i2 , · · · ,D

ltζ
im),

(l = 1, 2, · · · , q
tζ
i ) concerning alternative product A

tζ
i .

Step 3: The sentiment orientation of each product feature
is calculated, and the time exponential decay method for a
continuous time sequence is subsequently used to weight and
aggregate the same feature sentiments in different reviews
using Eq. (2). The three kinds of sentiments for each product
feature are obtained, i.e., POS

tζ
ij , HES

tζ
ij and NEG

tζ
ij , using

Eq. (4)–Eq. (6), respectively.
Step 4: According to the three kinds of feature senti-

ments, the sentimental intuitionistic fuzzy evaluation matrix
R̄tζ =

(
r̄
tζ
ij

)
n×m

is constructed using Eq. (7). At the same
time, the product feature weights for different discrete time
sequences are calculated, and according to Definition 3,
the feature-weighted sentimental intuitionistic fuzzy eval-
uation matrix Rtζ =

(
〈µ

tζ
ij , υ

tζ
ij 〉

)
n×m

for different time
sequences is calculated using Eq. (8).
Step 5: The discrete time sequence weight η(tζ ) is

calculated using Eq. (10). The discrete time sequence
weighted synthesis evaluation matrix is calculated using the
DDIFWAA operator and the DDIFWGAA operator, and

TABLE 5. Product feature dictionaries.

TABLE 6. Sentiment dictionaries.

the discrete dynamic sentiment intuitionistic fuzzy synthe-
sis decision matrix R =

(
〈µij, υij〉

)
n×m is obtained using

Eq. (13) or Eq. (14).
Step 6: Using Definition 2, the intuitionistic fuzzy score

S(a) of each product feature is derived. By comparing the
intuitionistic fuzzy scores S(a) of different product features,
the rankings of the product features are presented.
Step 7: The ‘‘vertical projection’’ distances between each

solution and the positive or negative ideal solution V+i or V−i
are calculated using Eq. (20) and Eq. (21), and the compre-
hensive product rankings are presented.

VI. CASE STUDY
Five mobile phones, i.e., iPhone 8, Mate 10, Meizu Pro7,
Mi6 and VIVO X20, are analyzed in this case study. We let
Atζ =

{
A
tζ
1 ,A

tζ
2 ,A

tζ
3 ,A

tζ
4 ,A

tζ
5

}
denote the alternative set

for the previously described phones in time sequence tζ =
a, f , o, · · · , z(ζ = 1, 2, · · · , k). The product features consid-
ered are quality, appearance, system, configuration, price and
brand. The feature sets associated with each time sequence
are represented by C tζ =

{
C
tζ
1 ,C

tζ
2 ,C

tζ
3 ,C

tζ
4 ,C

tζ
5 ,C

tζ
6

}
.

According to step 1, the feature and sentiment dictionaries
based on Python are listed in Tables 5 and 6.

According to step 2, we determine each discrete time
sequence. Reviews for the 5 smart phones over 3 months
(not consecutive) are extracted as a discrete data source.
As such, the difference in impact between the release of the
phone and the last day of data extraction (May 5th, 2018) can
be analyzed for each phone. The time sequences are shown
in Table 7.

Because the time to market and the release date of a
product may not be the same, Sequence 1 is taken from the
next 31 days starting at the time to market. Sequence 2 is
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TABLE 7. Discrete time sequences for each product.

taken from the previous 31 days starting at the middle date
between the time to market and April 5th. Sequence 3 is
taken from April 5th to May 5th (the last 31 days of data
collection). We utilize the relative weight method to process
the time weight, which does not require the time sequence
from a single month but rather focuses on the relative changes
in the weights. Therefore, the time sequence numbers are
denoted 1, 3 and 5.

According to step 3, the weighted sentiment orientation
matrix of reviews from different discrete time sequences is
obtained, as shown in Table 8.

According to step 4 and Table 8, the sentiment intuitionistic
fuzzy decision matrix is derived, and the feature weights for
different time sequences are obtained. The results are shown
in Table 9.

According to step 5, we can calculate the weights of the
three time sequences η(tζ )(t1 = 1, t2 = 3, t3 = 5), and
λ = 0.5. When λ = 1, the decay rate is the highest; when
λ = 0, the decay rate is the lowest. We assume an average
decay rate; thus, λ = 0.5 is selected. Therefore, the weights
are: 

η(t1) = η(1) = 0.0090
η(t2) = η(3) = 0.2447
η(t3) = η(5) = 0.6652

Based on the DDIFWGAA operator, the discrete dynamic
intuitionistic fuzzy comprehensive decision matrix is shown
in Table 11.

According to step 5, the intuitionistic fuzzy score of each
feature can be calculated from the score function. The results
are shown in Table 12.

According to the feature scores and rankings in Table 12,
VIVO X20 ranks first in terms of appearance, configuration
and brand, and iPhone 8 ranks first in terms of system and
price, which is consistent with the results obtained using the
DDIFWAA operator.

We further investigate the overall rank of each phone.
According to step 7, we calculate the vertical distance
between each product and the positive/negative ideal product.
The results are shown in Table 13.

The overall ranking is VIVO X20>iPhone 8>Mate10>
Meizu PRO7>Mi6. Therefore, VIVO X20 is the best choice
for customers. We conclude that the overall ranking is in
alignment with the feature ranking.Moreover, theDDIFWAA
operator leads to the same overall ranking for alternative
phones.

VII. DISCUSSION
A. COMPARISION ANALYSIS
To show the advantages of our proposed method, we com-
pared with the existing main methods. Of note, although
many existing methods have provided ideas for solving prod-
uct ranking and online purchase decision problems, these
methods are different from the method in this paper. The
main differences lie in the time-series weight and dynamic
review information aggregation. The problems considered in
the existing methods are mainly objective product rankings
based on a continuous time series [2]–[9], [11]–[13]. That is,
the discrete distribution features of the actual review infor-
mation records and the consumer behavior of discrete ran-
dom reading review information are neglected. For example,
the methods of [4]–[9], [11], [12] do not consider the time-
series weight and completely ignore the influence of review
information in different time series on consumers’ purchase
decisions. In the methods of [2], [3], [13], although the differ-
ent time-series weights are considered, only equal weights of
continuous time series are considered, which ignores the dif-
ferent influences of different time-series review information
in the process of purchase decisions. Moreover, it is difficult
for the time-series weight calculationmethods of [2], [3], [13]
to describe the difference degree in consumer subjective
preference for different time-series review information. Fur-
thermore, the information aggregation method in the existing
studies cannot aggregate discrete random dynamic informa-
tion. In the actual online shopping process, consumers are
more reliant on the recent review information and less reliant
on the long-dated review information; thus, the previously
described methods violated the principle of ‘‘stressing the
present rather than the past’’. In contrast, the problem con-
sidered in this proposed method involves purchase decisions
based on consumers’ preferences for different time-series
review information. This dynamic information preference
is completely based on consumer online shopping behavior
habit and discrete distribution feature of review information.
The weight calculation model of this paper can significantly
widen the gap between different discrete time-series weights
and gives more weight to recent information. Compared with
the traditional DIFWA operator, the DDIFWA operator in this
paper can increase the degree of recent information extrac-
tion, thus following the principle of ‘‘stressing the present
rather than the past’’.

Furthermore, in general, different methods can be used
for comparison when solving the same problem [2], [3].
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TABLE 8. Weighted sentiment orientation matrix.

TABLE 9. Feature weights for different time sequences.

To this end, we compare the methods without a time-series
information preference; that is, the weights of different time
series are equal or not considered. The result based on the

proposed method is approximately the same as that in the
methods [2], [3], [6], [8], [9], [13], and the comparison results
are shown in Table 14. It is necessary to further illustrate that
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TABLE 10. Sentiment intuitionistic fuzzy review matrix weighted by features.

TABLE 11. Discrete dynamic intuitionistic fuzzy comprehensive decision matrix.

TABLE 12. Intuitionistic fuzzy scores of each feature, S(a).

the methods proposed in the literature [4], [5], [7], [11], [12]
are not used because additional information or constraint
conditions are needed in these studies. However, if the dis-
crete time weights are considered, existing methods cannot
be used to obtain the ranking results of alternative products
because discrete time weight weights based on consumers’
subjective preferences are not considered in the existing stud-
ies [2], [9], [11]–[13]. Table 15 shows the ranking results of
the alternative products obtained by the proposed method,

where different discrete time weights are considered. As indi-
cated in Table 15, using the proposed method, different
ranking results could be obtained if different discrete time
weights are considered. It means that using the proposed
method, different products could be recommended to the
consumers with different subjective preferences on discrete
time weights. When consumers value recent information
more, the best choice is VIVO X20. In contrast, if con-
sumers value the farthest historical review information at the
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FIGURE 1. The impact of λ on time weights.

FIGURE 2. The impact of λ on product ranking.

TABLE 13. Product ranking based on the DDIFWGAA operator and
vertical distance.

beginning of the mobile phone release, the best choice is
Meizu PRO7.

B. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
The parameter λ in Eq. (2) can affect the results of time
weights and product rankings, and the effects of a continuous
time sequence and a discrete time sequence are different.
To compare the differences, a sensitivity analysis is con-
ducted to evaluate the impact of λ on the time weight and
product ranking. λ varies over the range from 0.1 to 0.9, and
the results are shown in Figs. 1 and 2.

As shown in Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 1(b), as λ approaches 1 (that
is, as consumers pay more attention to the most recent infor-

mation), the difference between the time weights is larger
for a discrete time series than for a continuous time series.
Furthermore, the time 1 weight value, which represents the
most recent time, is larger for a discrete time sequence than
for a continuous time series when λis fixed. Fig. 2(a) shows
that λhas little influence on the product ranking for a contin-
uous time series and that the ranking of the five products is
nearly fixed at VIVO X20>Meizu PRO 7>Mate 10>iPhone
8>Mi 6. In contrast, for a discrete time series, as shown
in Fig. 2(b), the product ranking is more sensitive to λ. It is
clear that the product ranking as λis becoming smaller is quite
different from the product ranking as λis becoming bigger.
As indicated, the discrete time series has a significant impact
on the product ranking. Therefore, compared with continu-
ous time-series results, discrete time-series results are more
meaningful.

Furthermore, Baird noted that a sensitivity analysis deter-
mines how potential changes in inputs can affect calculation
error values and rankings [72]. In this paper, a sentiment
IFN is derived using semantic analysis. Due to the diversity of
the language, error in the calculated number of emotionwords
is inevitable. Therefore, this paper considers the existence of
calculation error and analyzes the influence of changes in the
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FIGURE 3. The impact of a change in feature emotional orientation value on product ranking.

TABLE 14. The alternatives ranking without time preference.

TABLE 15. The alternatives ranking with time preference.

emotional orientation value of each product feature on the
product ranking.

As shown in Fig. 3, the impact of a change in the 6 feature
emotional orientation values on the product ranking is succes-
sively evaluated. Considering the positive emotional orienta-
tion value of each feature as an example, the error range of
the emotional orientation value is set to [−10%,10%]with the
same step size of 0.02. The results are shown in Fig. 3(a)–(f).
As shown, the product ranking is unchanged, which indicates
that the proposed model is robust against errors to some
extent.

VIII. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a novel method based on DDIFWA
operators for decision-level sentiment analysis. The method
consists of three parts: (1) Data acquisition and processing.
Online reviews on five selected mobile phone products were
obtained by the web crawler technology from JD Mall and
Tmall Mall, and the open-source Chinese word segmenta-
tion package jieba is used for word segmentation and POS
tagging to extract product feature words (nouns) and corre-
sponding sentiment words (adjectives). (2) Identification of
sentiment orientations of the online reviews based on building
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a dictionary of emotions. The online reviews of the alter-
native products concerning multiple attributes are prepro-
cessed, and feature and sentiment dictionaries were built
to classify the sentiment orientations of online reviews into
three categories: positive, neutral, and negative. (3) Product
feature evaluation and purchase decision method based on
sentiment intuitionistic fuzzy numbers. Sentiment intuition-
istic fuzzy evaluation matrixes are constructed at different
discrete times, and two DDIFWA operators are presented
and used to fuse positive, neutral and negative sentiment
orientation information of evaluation matrixes. Furthermore,
the intuitionistic fuzzy score and ‘‘vertical projection’’ dis-
tance method are employed to determine rankings of the
alternative products and their features. A case study is pro-
vided to illustrate the use of the proposed method, and com-
parisons and sensitivity analysis are further conducted to
illustrate the characteristics and advantages of the proposed
method.

Our method has several limitations, including those related
to the dynamics of language evolution and integration with
other types of fuzzy sets; thus, in the near future, we will
investigate: 1) classification of sentiment words in greater
detail to increase the diversification of the results; 2) the
use of the web crawler to capture more accurate reviews by
considering fake reviews at the feature and sentiment levels
and 3) integration with other types of fuzzy sets, such as
hesitant fuzzy sets and Pythagorean fuzzy sets, to identify
more features of consumption behavior and purchase deci-
sion making.

APPENDIX
Theorem 1: Let a(t) = (a(t1), a(t2), a(t3), · · · , a(tk )) =
(a(a), a(f ), a(o), · · · , a(z)) be the IFNs of the k time
sequences and η(tζ ) = (η(t1), η(t2), η(t3), · · · , η(tk ))T =
(η(a), η(f ), η(o), · · · , η(z))T represent the discrete time

weight vector, η(tζ ) ∈ [0, 1],
tk=z∑

tζ=t1=a
η(tζ ) = 1. Let

DDIFWAA : Qn→ Q, then:

DDIFWAAη(tζ )(a(a), a(f ), a(o), · · · , a(z))

=

tk=z∑
tζ=t1=a

η(tζ )× a(tζ ) = (1−
tk=z∏

tζ=t1=a

(1− µ(tζ ))
η(tζ ),

tk=z∏
tζ=t1=a

υ(tζ )
η(tζ ))

is a DDIFWAA operator.
Proof:

1) If ζ = 2, i.e., tζ = a, f (ζ = 1, 2)
a(a) × η(a) = (1 − (1 − µ(a))η(a), υ

η(a)
(a) ), a(f ) × η(f ) =

(1− (1− µ(f ))η(f ), υ(f )η(f ))
then:

DDIFWAAη(tζ )(a(a), a(f )) = a(a)× η(a)⊕ a(f )× η(f )

= (1−(1−µ(a))η(a), υ(a)η(a))⊕ (1−(1− µ(f ))η(f ), υ(f )η(f ))

= (1− (1− µ(a))η(a) + 1− (1− µ(f ))η(f ) − (1− (1

−µ(a))η(a)) · (1− (1− µ(f ))η(f )), υ(a)η(a) · υ(f )η(f ))

= (1− (1− µ(a))η(a) · (1− µ(f ))η(f ), υ(a)η(a) · υ(f )η(f ))

If ζ = 3, i.e., tζ = a, f , o(ζ = 1, 2, 3)
then:

DDIFWAAη(tζ )(a(a), a(f ), a(o)) = a(a)× η(a)

⊕ a(f )× η(f )⊕ a(o)× η(o)

= (1− (1− µ(a))η(a), υ(a)η(a))⊕ (1− (1− µ(f ))η(f ),

υ(f )
η(f ))⊕ (1− (1− µ(o))η(o), υ(o)η(o))

= (1− (1− µ(a))η(a) + 1− (1− µ(f ))η(f )

− (1−(1−µ(a))η(a)) · (1−(1−µ(f ))η(f )), υ(a)η(a) ·υ(f )η(f ))

⊕ (1− (1− µ(o))η(o), υ(o)η(o))

= (1− (1− µ(a))η(a) + 1− (1− µ(f ))η(f )

− (1− (1− µ(a))η(a)) · (1− (1− µ(f ))η(f ))

+ 1− (1− µ(o))η(o) − ((1− (1− µ(a))η(a)

+ 1− (1− µ(f ))η(f ) − (1− (1− µ(a))η(a))

· (1− (1− µ(f ))η(f )))

· (1− (1− µ(o))η(o)), υ(a)η(a) · υ(f )η(f ) · υ(o)η(o))

= (1− (1− µ(a))η(a) · (1− µ(f ))η(f )

· (1− µ(o))η(o), υ(a)η(a) · υ(f )η(f ) · υ(o)η(o))

2) If ζ = k, (k > 3)

DDIFWAAη(tζ )(a(a), a(f ), a(o), · · · , a(z)) = a(a)× η(a)

⊕ a(f )× η(f )⊕ a(o)× η(o)⊕ · · · ⊕ a(z)× η(z)

= (1−(1−µ(a))η(a), υ(a)η(a))⊕ (1− (1− µ(f ))η(f ), υ(f )η(f ))

⊕ (1− (1− µ(o))η(o), υ(o)η(o))⊕ · · ·

⊕ (1− (1− µ(z))η(z), υ(z)η(z))

= (1− (1− µ(a))η(a) · (1− µ(f ))η(f ) · (1− µ(o))η(o)

· · · · · (1−µ(z))η(z), υ(a)η(a) ·υ(f )η(f ) ·υ(o)η(o) · · · · · υ(z)η(z))

= (1−
k∏
ζ=1

(1− µ(tζ ))
η(tζ ),

k∏
ζ=1

υ(tζ )
η(tζ ))

3) If ζ = k + 1(tk+1 = z′)

DDIFWAAη(tζ )(a(a), a(f ), a(o), · · · , a(z), a(z
′))

= a(a)× η(a)⊕ a(f )× η(f )⊕ · · ·

⊕ a(z)× η(z)⊕ a(z′)× η(z′)

= (1− (1− µ(a))η(a), υ(a)η(a))⊕ (1− (1− µ(f ))η(f ),

υ(f )
η(f ))⊕ · · · ⊕ (1− (1− µ(z))η(z), υ(z)η(z))

⊕ (1− (1− µ(z′))
η(z′), υ(z′)

η(z′))

= (1− (1− µ(a))η(a) · (1− µ(f ))η(f ) · · · · · (1− µ(z))η(z)

· (1− µ(z′))
η(z′), υ(a)

η(a)
· υ(f )

η(f )
· · · · · υ(z)

η(z)
· υ(z′)

η(z′))

= (1−
k∏
ζ=1

(1− µ(tζ ))
η(tζ ) · (1− µ(z′))

η(z′),
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k∏
ζ=1

υ(tζ )
η(tζ ) · υ(z′)

η(z′))

= (1−
k+1∏
ζ=1

(1− µ(tζ ))
η(tζ ),

k+1∏
ζ=1

υ(tζ )
η(tζ ))

If ζ = k + 1, Theorem 1 holds.
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
Theorem 2: Let a(t) = (a(t1), a(t2), a(t3), · · · , a(tk )) =

(a(a), a(f ), a(o), · · · , a(z)) be the IFNs of the k time
sequences and η(tζ ) = (η(t1), η(t2), η(t3), · · · , η(tk ))T =
(η(a), η(f ), η(o), · · · , η(z))T represent the discrete time

weight vector, η(tζ ) ∈ [0, 1],
tk=z∑

tζ=t1=a
η(tζ ) = 1. Let

DDIFWGAA : Qn→ Q, then:

DDIFWGAAη(tζ )(a(a), a(f ), a(o), · · · , a(z))

=

tk=z∏
tζ=t1=a

η(tζ )× a(tζ ) = (
tk=z∏

tζ=t1=a

µ(tζ )
η(tζ ), 1

−

tk=z∏
tζ=t1=a

(1− υ(tζ ))
η(tζ ))

is a DDIFWGAA operator.
Proof:

1) If ζ = 2, i.e., tζ = a, f (ζ = 1, 2)

a(a)η(a) = (µ(a)
η(a), 1− (1− υ(a))η(a)),

a(f )η(f ) = (µ(f )
η(f ), 1− (1− υ(f ))η(f ))

then:

DDIFWAAη(tζ )(a(a), a(f )) = a(a)η(a) ⊗ a(f )η(f )

= (µ(a)
η(a), 1− (1− υ(a))η(a))⊗ (µ(f )

η(f ), 1− (1− υ(f ))η(f ))

= (µ(a)
η(a)
· µ

η(f )
(f ) , 1− (1− υ(a))η(a) + 1− (1− υ(f ))η(f )

− (1− (1− υ(a))η(a)) · (1− (1− υ(f ))η(f )))

= (µη(a)(a) · µ(f )
η(f ), 1− (1− υ(a))η(a) · (1− υ(f ))η(f ))

If ζ = 3, i.e., tζ = a, f , o(ζ = 1, 2, 3)
then:

DDIFWAAη(tζ )(a(a), a(f ), a(o))

= a(a)η(a) ⊗ a(f )η(f ) ⊗ a(o)η(o)

= (µ(a)
η(a), 1− (1− υ(a))η(a))⊗ (µ(f )

η(f ), 1−(1−υ(f ))η(f ))

⊗ (µη(o)(o) , 1− (1− υ(o))η(o))

= (1−(1−µ(a))η(a)+1−(1−µ(f ))η(f )−(1−(1− µ(a))η(a))

· (1− (1− µ(f ))η(f )), υ
η(a)
(a) · υ

η(f )
(f ) )

⊗ (1− (1− µ(o))η(o), υ
η(o)
(o) )

= (µη(a)(a) · µ(f )
η(f )
· µ(o)

η(o),

1−(1−υ(a))η(a)+1−(1−υ(f ))η(f )−(1−(1−υ(a))η(a))

· (1− (1− υ(f ))η(f ))+ 1− (1− υ(o))η(o)

− ((1−(1−υ(a))η(a)+1−(1−υ(f ))η(f )−(1−(1−υ(a))η(a))

· (1− (1− υ(f ))η(f ))) · (1− (1− υ(o))η(o)))

= (µ(a)
η(a)
· µ(f )

η(f )
· µ

η(o)
(o) , 1− (1− υ(a))η(a)

· (1− υ(f ))η(f ) · (1− υ(o))η(o))

2) If ζ = k, (k > 3)

DDIFWAAη(tζ )(a(a), a(f ), a(o), · · · , a(z))

= a(a)η(a) ⊗ a(f )η(f ) ⊗ a(o)η(o) ⊗ · · · ⊗ a(z)η(z)

= (µ(a)
η(a), 1−(1−υ(a))η(a))⊗ (µ(f )

η(f ), 1−(1−υ(f ))η(f ))

⊗ (µ(o)
η(o), 1− (1− υ(o))η(o))

⊗ · · · ⊗ (µ(z)
η(z), 1− (1− υ(z))η(z))

= (µ(a)
η(a)
· µ(f )

η(f )
·µ(o)

η(o)
· · · · · µ(z)

η(z), 1−(1−υ(a))η(a)

· (1− υ(f ))η(f ) · (1− υ(o))η(o) · · · · · (1− υ(z))η(z))

= (
k∏
ζ=1

µ(tζ )
η(tζ ), 1−

k∏
ζ=1

(1− υ(tζ ))
η(tζ ))

3) If ζ = k + 1(tk+1 = z′)

DDIFWAAη(tζ )(a(a), a(f ), a(o), · · · , a(o), a(z
′))

= a(a)η(a) ⊗ a(f )η(f ) ⊗ · · · ⊗ a(z)η(z) ⊗ a(z′)η(z
′)

= (µ(a)
η(a), 1−(1−υ(a))η(a))⊗(µ(f )

η(f ), 1− (1− υ(f ))η(f ))

⊗ · · · ⊗ (µ(z)
η(z), 1− (1− υ(z))η(z))

⊗ (µ(z′)
η(z′), 1− (1− υ(z′))

η(z′))

= (µ(a)
η(a)
·µ(f )

η(f )
· · · · · µ(z)

η(z)
·µ(z′)

η(z′), 1−(1−υ(a))η(a)

· (1− υ(f ))η(f ) · · · · · (1− υ(z))η(z) · (1− υ(z′))
η(z′))

= (
k∏
ζ=1

µ(tζ )
η(tζ ) ·µ(z′)

η(z′), 1−
k∏
ζ=1

(1−υ(tζ ))
η(tζ )

·(1− υ(z′))
η(z′))

= (
k+1∏
ζ=1

µ(tζ )
η(tζ ), 1−

k+1∏
ζ=1

(1− υ(tζ ))
η(tζ ))

If ζ = k + 1, Theorem 1 holds.
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.
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